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Bring Us to You! 

 
THE CHALLENGE 
 
Skating is the most fundamental skill learned in hockey. Unfortunately, it is really only focused on from 
the ages of 4 until 9 or 10! After that, the focus shifts to puck and stick skills and team play. A child 
must then rely on those initial skills as they grow and change both physically and mentally. If proper 
technique is not developed at a young age, bad habits are formed, which can often be very challenging, 
too break at a later age.  
 
Community hockey is run on the dedication of parents and coaches who give so much to their teams, 
but often do not have the proper training to teach or model proper skating form. Many communities 
rely on local “Power Skating” coaches to run skating camps however, for the most part, power skating 
is conditioning and muscle building, and when not taught properly, can actually reinforce bad habits. 
  
Even within the professional hockey ranks, there are better skaters than others, and those players 
STAND OUT, even to the untrained eye. Those players focus on the continual improvement and 
refinement of the individual components of skating mechanics. 
 
OUR MISSION 
 
Our progressive training methodology “Training players from the skates up” develops our players 
overall balance and technique to maximize performance in all game situations with and without the 
puck. Speed and edge control wins races, battles, and games. An AKHockey trained player and coach 
will retain information with ease because we educate players why, when and where we perform 
specific skating skills depending on the individual’s body type and game situation.  
 
WHO WE ARE 
 
AKHockey is a hockey skating and skill development company training all levels of players from 
beginners to NHL All- Stars. We provide training programs that break down the mechanics of skating 
into individual components and progressively develop each of those components to create effective 
skaters. The end results are faster and stronger skaters. 
 
Aaron Konecsni of Kelowna, BC is our Head Coach and Director of Coach and Player Development. 
Aaron created his leading edge Hockey Skating and Skills curriculum for on and off-ice over the last 2 
decades. He has also been the head coach and director of year round private and semi-private on ice 
camps around the globe. He has been contracted as a skating and skills coach by the Kelowna Rockets, 
Vancouver Canucks Prospects, and many junior and minor hockey teams/associations across North  
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America and Europe. He trains and has trained players such as Jonathan Toews, Shea Weber and 
Duncan Keith. Most importantly his main passion and focus is working with young minor hockey 
players to create good habits at a young age. It can be very challenging teaching old dog’s new tricks 
but Aaron has shown to be very successful at teaching all ages and levels smarter, faster and more 
efficient skating, puck and body checking skills on the ice. He has created his program based on skating 
first. No hockey skill or drill can be performed to the best of a player's ability unless they are trained 
properly from the skates up.  
 
AK Hockey maintains a full suite of coaching staff that have exceeded the requirements of our coaching 
certification program for both on ice and Skatemill.   
 
 
WHAT WE OFFER 

 
1. Association Coaching and Player Development 

 
We are the only skating development company in western Canada that brings our specialized training 
right to your community. AK Hockey will travel to a community and work with divisions or entire 
Associations over single or multiple visits to improve entire teams and increase their competitive edge 
within their zones.   

 
2. Year-Round Skating Camps 

 
Based in our headquarters at the Capital News Center in Kelowna BC, Winter and summer camps focus 
on small group sessions with multiple on-ice skating coaches to allow for intimate and focused skill 
development. Using of on- ice projection screen, we can provide instant video correction. Bring us to 
your location to run an on ice skating and skills camp. 

 
3. Skatemill Skating Analysis and Development 

 
We use the world’s largest skating treadmill (Skatemill) as a training and diagnostic tool. This tool gives 
a skater intimate one on one coaching and real time stride adjustment opportunities. This is one of the 
quickest and most effective ways of breaking down a skater’s stride and providing correction so that it 
can be improved instantaneously.  
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ASSOCIATION COACHING AND PLAYER DEVELOPMENT IN YOUR COMMUNITY  
 
Introductory Visit  
A one-time introductory visit will include a minimum of 2 one hour ice times a day and max of 5 one 
hour ice times a day. Our introductory visit is a discounted rate at just $325/60 minute ice time or 
$375/75 minute ice time. Costs will also include flight or transportation costs, accommodation, and 
$60/day per diem. Additional visit costs will be determined based on the length of commitment.  
 
Long term relationships, including multiple visits per season are most effective. Several associations 
across North America and Europe have hired AKHOCKEY as their Director of Player and Coach 
Development. Teams or associations simply increase each individual’s registration fees, team fees or 
find a sponsor. We will run your teams already scheduled practices with your coaches’ assistance. The 
following are practice plans we share and lead during our visit. 
 
First Ice time 
1) Posterior and anterior balance and edge control 
2) Forwards third gear skating technique 
3) First few forwards steps (first gear) note: all techniques are worked on with and without pucks 
 
Extended/ Long term Player and Coaching Development 
The best way to maximize results is with a long-term coaching or player development program. This 
program will take players, and coaches through the full set of progressions used in our program. 
Community associations such as the Yellowknife and Whitehorse Minor Hockey Associations (just to 
name a couple) have engaged in the long-term program for multiple years and have found success with 
it. Importantly, community coaches can learn and be certified with our program to carry on instruction 
of those skills for longer periods of time.   
 
Second Visit 
1) Inside and Outside edge control forwards 
2) Glide turns and glide pivots along with first few quick steps without and with pucks 
 
Third Visit 

1) Backwards 1st, 2nd and 3rd gears and forward to Backwards and backward to forwards pivots 
without and with pucks 

 
Fourth Visit 
1) Tight turns and pivots followed by first few explosive multi directional steps without and with pucks 
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Fifth Visit 
1) Lateral movement 
2) Explosive power cross-overs 
3) Quick fake cross-overs 
4) All the above incorporating stickhandling, passing and shooting in the stride 
 
Sixth Visit 
1) Body checking and battle clinics for age appropriate 
2) Defenceman specific and forwards specific clinic 
3) Shoot to Score for d men and forwards both at the same time on the ice 
 
Coaching Clinics  
 
Our coaching clinic includes a 75min PowerPoint will outline our methodology, terminology, and 
teaching techniques 
 
We at AKHOCKEY look forward to developing a strong working relationship with you and your coaches, 
players, and parents. With our experience, knowledge, and proven training programs we are confident 
that we are able to offer competitive and reliable product to your hockey association. 
 
If you have any questions regarding the information provided, please feel free to contact us at any 
time. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Aaron Konecsni  
250-575-0523 
admin@akhockey.ca 
Head Coach & Director of Player Development 
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